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When I Am Alone

David Lang
arr./prod. Mairin Srygley

Listen, it’s snowing

Susan Botti
text: ee cummings

Lúa descolorida

Osvaldo Golijov
poet: Rosalía de Castro

Ich bin der Welt abhanden gekommen (I am lost to the world)
from Rückert-Lieder

Gustav Mahler
poet: Friedrich Rückert
arr. Mairin Srygley

Axel Ferguson, English horn
Banu Fields, cello
Dorothy Marks, violin

Intermission

Making Love Alone

Cheryl Hardwick & Marilyn Miller

(A Bad Case of) Kids

Andrew Marshall
text: Todd Boss

How Do I Find You

Caroline Shaw

For the Daughter I May Never Have
(first art song performance)

Dale Trumbore

Life Doesn’t Frighten Me

Richard Danielpour
poet: Maya Angelou